Allegany College of Maryland Wireless Network
iPad

These instructions are for connecting iPads to ACM Wireless Network. Grab a cup of hot coffee. (Do nothing but sit it beside you at the moment). Select your Settings control.

Turn on your Wi-Fi.
Touch ACM and a Username and Password box should pop up. Enter your ACM Username and ACM Password. Be sure auto correct doesn’t change it or capitalize it.
Choose Accept. Unable to join the network “ACM” and Dismiss may appear. Now, take your coffee, blow on it, and take a nice long drink. Set it back down beside you. You may have to repeat this step (drinking the coffee) a few times. Finally, after about 25 seconds, the message that states it can’t connect disappears and you are now connected to the ACM wifi network. You can click your home button, choose your browser app and start surfing the web!